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About This Game

Rogue Slash is a combination of original roguelike rules with isometric hack & slash gameplay .
4 characters with a different playstyle, 8 levels and one rule - if you die then you start from the beginning.

Rogue Slash is currently in a fairly advanced stage. Currently available:
- 4 different graphic styles,

- 4 different characters,
- level generation system,

- improved stronger versions of characters to unlock,
- 12 different types of melee and ranged AI,

- randomly generated quests,
- randomly generated encounters.

I create the game by myself (OMA - One Man Army!) and this is the moment when I need your help. It's not only about
financial help, by selling game in Early Access, but mainly about feedback - what did you like, what was bad, in which direction

the game should be developed.
I have a lot of ideas, but I do not know what players expect. Opportunity to play coop? A permanent upgrades system? A

multitude of builds? Advanced AI? I have a lot of ideas, but I am asking you to help me decide what to do first!
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Title: Rogue Slash
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
OP Games
Publisher:
OP Games
Release Date: 1 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7

Processor: i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 860

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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This game is like in pre-alpha. Repetitive, no skills, no roguelite, nothing. Just aim with movement (WASD) and click click
click. The projectiles are the same, the maps too. I can't play this more than 5 minutes
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